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Why were levels removed?
• Introduced in 1988, attainment targets and levels 

were intended to be used as levels for statutory 

assessments (e.g. KS3 SATS).

• Levels and sub-levels became a way of monitoring 

students and schools focused on getting students’ to 

the next sub-level instead of making sure that the 

knowledge and skills defined in the curriculum 

programme of study was secure.

• The use of levels as a ‘best fit’ model, despite 

potential gaps in a student’s knowledge, meant that it 

became unclear where gaps in students’ knowledge 

and skill level were.  If gaps went unidentified, 

students were unprepared for success at GCSE.



John McIntosh, CBE
(Wrote government report on assessment Sept 2015)

“The freedom to choose their own approaches to 

assessment is consistent with the freedom many 

schools have to develop and deliver their own 

curriculum and allows schools to ensure that their 

curriculum and approach to assessment are 

aligned”.

“Removing levels encourages schools to develop approaches 

to ‘in-school’ assessment which are better tied to curriculum 

content and which do not restrict teaching solely to the specific 

content of the National Curriculum, but encourage the wider 

exploration of subjects which results in higher attainment and 

greater enjoyment”.



Nobel staff said they wanted:

• No limits to learning for any individual student.

• To apply a ‘Not Yet’ mentality.

• Less proving things, more improving them’.

• To stop using NC levels as the government  has 

removed them.

• To get the KS3 curriculum right for our students, based 

on teaching what we value and what prepares students 

for GCSE.

• Students to move on only once they have mastered the 

knowledge and skills expected of them.



Our aim

The principle of setting a realistic but 
challenging target, achieving it, or pushing 
passed it must be about our students and 

their futures.  Data from assessment 
should inform teaching and learning that 

supports student progress and should not 
simply be driven by data collection.



Training Groups
Training Groups

Extending

Secure
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Once underway, the rate of progress (miles run, times etc.) would determine the

training group that an individual was a member of. We would not expect an individual

to ever drop a group as fitness/times improved, but to move up preferably. The

outcome at the end would be that all athletes ran the race. The whole cohort would

be posting times based on the training progress they made and it would be based on

the individual, not dependent necessarily on the starting point or original training

group. Each individual’s result would be a product of the quality of support received,

the attitude and application they put in alongside their academic starting point. The

future of their running should be seen as limitless and this principle is what we would

wish to apply to the view of the KS3 curriculum.

This concept is part of our ‘Growth Mind-sets’ approach to learning at Nobel. Our

starting points (Training Groups) are informed by KS2 results, CATS and baseline testing

in the first month.

The concept of the different training groups as a basic starting point is our

perception about a students’ readiness to learn based on KS2 and is not a fixed

band or stream. The concept in many ways might be likened to a group of

individuals entering a half marathon. Based on experience, previous times and

current fitness, training and development work may start at different places for

each individual and different people might be grouped together to train.
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What do we want students to know and be able to do by here?

How could we achieve this?



KS3
Prior Data

Baseline Assessments

Target Setting

Learning and Teaching

Assess

Record

Report

KS2 Maths and English

CATs, Reading age, Faculties

Training Groups

Bespoke SOW

Bespoke assessment tasks, tests and 

moderation

Recording and reporting to students 

and parents



Training group Progress 

Judgements

Current GCSE 

projected range

New GCSE 

projected range

Extending

Beyond

A* - B 9 – 7Expected

Not yet

Secure

Beyond

B – C 7 – 4Expected

Not yet

Developing
Beyond

C – G 4 – 1Expected

Not yet

- Students should be judged against their Target Training Group.

- Students can be given a judgement in a higher training group but 

only when they are at the ‘Expected’ level otherwise stick to them 

working ‘Beyond’ in their current training group (don’t use ‘Not yet’).

Training Group Judgements and Projections



Example Reporting to Parents



Example Reporting to Parents

The teacher judgements give you a basic idea of the progress that a 

student is making but to gain further insight or to support your child's 

development they need to be coupled with clear guidance of 

expectations.

All subjects have therefore created success criteria for each of the 

training groups. The success criteria which outline the expected skills 

and knowledge that should be demonstrated by each training group can 

be found on the schools website. By clicking on the Curriculum tab and 

selecting a subject you will be taken to their subject page where you 

can find;

• Year Plans - that outline what units are taught and when.

• KS3 Success Criteria – that outline the skills and knowledge.



Accessing Subject Pages











• Students are assigned training groups 

based on their ability within each subject.

• Judgements are made about their 

progress against the success criteria 

outlined by each faculty.

• We welcome the support provided by 

parents and have provided resources 

online to support discussions about 

progress.

In summary


